A Guide to Spreader Constants
Spreader Constants are used with truck spreaders that have a controller, either MidTech or
Raven. The spreader constant ensures an accurate output from the conveyor that results in
the desired lbs/ac. The spreader constant is the number of sensor pulses divided by per cubic
foot of material discharged per revolution (CFR). The constant is different for different gate
settings, conveyor widths and drives.
The spreader constant is only ONE variable that yields correct pounds per acre (lb/ac).
Correct density, swath and other factors are needed for accurate results.
Calculating the initial spreader constant requires accuracy on these factors:
1) Gate Height in inches (GH) = 1 inch of height or the actual height the gate is set
2) Width in inches of Conveyor (CW) Style of bed chain is also a factor.
3) Length conveyor moves during one revolution of the rear roller (L) in inches.
4) Formula constant = 1728 which converts cubic inches to cubic feet
5) Number of sensor pulses for one revolution of the spreader’s rate sensor/slot sensor (P)

( GH X CW X L ) / 1728 = CFR or Ft³ of one revolution
CFR is the number Ft³ which is the volume in cubic feet discharged during one revolution.
Now we must relate the Ft³ to the P
The gate height GH settings should be checked reading from
the floor of unit
to bottom of gate.

The stainless steel conveyor width CW will be 16 or 24 inches and driven by a
12 or 18 tooth rear roller on a Newton Crouch spreader. Your chain type may
be belt over chain (BOC), web chain, flat bar, etc.
Conveyor

Inches for ONE Revolution

Chart
for determining

SS Conveyor—12 tooth rear roller
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L
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Using this formula from above ( GH X CW X L ) / 1728
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A Guide to Spreader Constants (continued)
The number of sensor pulses for each revolution P vary by sensor type.
Below are the 3 most commonly used encoders / slot sensors on NCI spreaders.
Sensor Type

P (Counts for ONE Revolution)

P X 1728 (formula constant)

Dickey John

360

622,080

Raven Encoder

180

311,040

Rawson Internal

67

115,776

Using Ft³ and P determine spreader constant using the charts
page 4 - Dickey John Sensor page 5 - Raven Encoder page 6 - Rawson Sensor
OR
Calculate the Spreader Constant Value (SCV) using one of the following formulas.
Counts Per Revolution

———————————————–—
Cubic Feet of Discharge per
1 Rear Roller Revolution

=

P
——
Ft³

=

SCV

Calculate the Spreader Constant Value using direct method for 1” Gate
P X 1728
————
Ft³

=

SCV for 1” GH

See chart above for P X 1728 values
for your encoder.

For an individual gate height other than 1” (remember the minimum is 1.5” gate
height), use this formula:
Spreader Constant Value
—————————————
Actual Gate Height

Larger amounts of product generally need larger
gate heights & faster chain speeds. Fertilizer should
not go over 6” gate.
Rear Roller & encoder must move jointly. Encoder
must be tightened on rear roller to read properly.
Check tightness regularly.
The accuracy of the spreader constant should be
verified and adjusted as necessary. The following
procedure is a simple means of testing the calibration of the spreader constant.
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Performing a Catch Test
TEST PRODUCT DENSITY! Improper density will cause results to be
inaccurate! NCI sells the SM-DS50895 density
scale. This simple scale measures your product
in pounds per cubic foot.
Power on the console. Scroll through the settings until you get
to your current spreader constant. This number must be set to
match gate height, chain & sensor. Write it down!
Load the spreader with a
product of known density. Be
sure the density is correctly entered into your console
along with all other factors. Be sure total volume is
clear or enter zero.
Weigh the truck and load. If the driver is in the truck
during first weigh, make sure he is in the truck during
the next weigh.
Back up to a location where you can safely unload the material through the conveyor.
Be sure the hydraulics are engaged so that there is pressure to the conveyor control valve.
Turn on conveyor and discharge enough material to get an accurate measurement but
be careful to keep the conveyor running full. You should discharge at least 1000 lbs.
Weigh the truck and load. If the driver was in the truck during first weigh, make sure he is
in the truck during this weigh.
The difference between starting weight and ending weight is the ACTUAL WEIGHT
discharged by the conveyor. To adjust the spreader constant, use this formula:
(Indicated Weight / Actual Weight) X Current Spreader Constant = NEW Spreader Constant
If the weight read from the console is greater than the weight actually measured, the
calibration number will increase.
Write down the spreader constants for different gate settings. Use these numbers whenever
that gate setting is selected. This will save you time!!
If you cannot perform an actual catch test, field experience will allow you to finetune your spreader constant. If the vehicle is applying too much, decrease the
spreader constant by the same percentage as the over application. If too little material
is being discharged, increase the spreader constant by the same percentage as the under
application. The gate must be at the same position.
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Any Time a Dickey John 360 Slot Sensor is
used, the unit must have the MD-1200009
and MD-1200009A
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Raven Controller only

Chute
Decal

Before you call NCI for technical assistance, know the serial number from your
equipment located on the left side rail on the unit.
1-800-241-1350
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Standard rear roller with sensor on top of
gear box uses the MD-1605004KIT
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